
KARDASHIANS SISTERS WRITING A SCI-FICTION BOOK

If I Am Number Four wasn't enough to prove young-adult science fiction novels had jumped the proverbial shark, now
there's absolute proof positive. Kendall.

The problem is that it's just all so gross. Either way, I am not a fan of the Kardashians, and this book was not
as bad as I thought it might be, but it was still pretty terrible and I'm still only going to give it one star because
I don't like to encourage this kind of thing. Oh hell no. You cannot be a surgeon without going to medical
school, a mechanic without understanding the inner workings of a car, or a runway model without
understanding how to turn left. Unfortunately, the biggest laughs are contained on the copyright page, notably
the standard disclaimer about how this is a work of fiction and that all characters, incidents, and dialogue are
drawn from the author's imagination and are not to be construed as real. Kylie is pursuing a modeling career
and has appeared in Teen Vogue and Paper Magazine, along with her sister, Kendall. I just have a really hard
time believing that they could come to that conclusion when these are their role models. In any case, it looked
like it might be unintentionally hilarious, particularly after I read the opening line: "Sitting in a cafe across the
street from her family's restaurant, Kamille Romero sipped her acai berry smoothie and lifted her face to soak
in the sun. Yet you guys are acting like it just happened. Maybe this entire deal is legitimate and they have a
sincere interest in joining the literary world. And while most legitimate authors have to come out with
something astonishing to be able to see even 5 figures on their advance check, celebrities tend to fall into one
of three categories because they have no reason to strive for anything else: ghostwritten fluff pieces, memoirs
or underdeveloped pieces of crap. Which is pretty apt because I know I feel like I live in a world without hope
whenever I consider a member of that family having a best-seller in Science Fiction. What the hell is a
Jenner?! I respect anyone who puts themselves out there in an honest attempt to add to the culture. But it was
on the New Arrivals shelf at the library, and it was surprising because I didn't know that the Kardashian sisters
had written a book. But in the case of celebrity publishing deals, none of these ever apply. I am shocked that
anyone would dare to construe any of that as based on real people or events. And do you really think the poor
soul that wrote Dollhouse got into writing for the sake of describing a Kardashian expy having sex with their
stepbrother? But that leaves us with badly written pieces of crap. You can tell that the book was written by a
working writer. Ohlin also lets a plot thread about Kat's first husband's death just drop with no explanation,
and the dialogue tends to be unnatural, but in general, she does a decent job. One, I could allow, because I'm
aware that there are women with too much money and not enough self-esteem who undergo this kind of thing
for cosmetic purposes and so it's not unrealistic that it would show up in this novel, but by the fifth or sixth
time it was mentioned -- along with graphic descriptions in the crudest possible way -- it passed into the land
of SHUT UP SHUT UP SHUT UP. Anyone who has known me for any period of time knows that I loathe
celebrity book deals. Who the hell is that? Oh, unless she's making out with her stepbrother, that is. I took this
bullet; someone else should take that one. Shelves: fiction , pop-culture , wait-i-can-explain I know. Two
citiesâ€¦ Two girlsâ€¦ A shared destinyâ€¦ In a world of the far future, the great city of Indra has two faces: a
beautiful paradise floating high in the sky, and a nightmare world of poverty carved into tunnels beneath the
surface of the earth. I've noticed that a lot of the more positive reviews begin with, "I'm not a fan of the
Kardashians, but this book was not as bad as I thought it would be," and a lot of the negative reviews say, "I'm
a big fan of the Kardashians, but I could not finish this book. Being famous for no discernable reason is thirsty
work, I suppose. And most of what they do involves modeling too! Which is why the Jenner girls use the
buddy system. Because, seriously, what the fuck? Ohlin is competent enough, if hackneyed; in addition to
Chapter One opening with Kamille sipping an acai berry smoothie, chapter twenty-five begins with her
sipping a flute of Veuve Clicquot, and chapter twenty-seven commences with Kat cradling a glass of Chateau
Margaux. The acknowledgments thank someone named Nancy Ohlin for being the sisters' "collaborator," and
a Google search of Ohlin reveals that the same acknowledgement appears in Lauren Conrad's L. I know. The
problem I have with celebrity ghostwriters is that some poor writer is doing all the work but the celebrity that
slapped their name on the thing is getting the bulk of the profits. I would like it now if someone I follow
would read The Situation's book and then tell me about it.


